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Informal Assessment
Links Instruction
to Learning

Expository Text:
A Critical Issue
by Barbara A. Reed

Workplace Literacy Demands
Steadily Increasing
+

Students Lack Experience
Reading Information
+
1989 MEAP Reading Scores
Indicate Conclusively:
Michigan Students More Proficient
with Story than Information
=
All of this adds up to a critical
problem for the educational community: How will educators improve
students' reading of expository (information) text so they can meet present and
future demands?
This question causes educators to
pose more questions:
What is expository text?
What makes expository text
good?
Why teach reading strategies
for expository text?
What teaching/learning strategies might be employed to teach
expository text?
What is expository text?

"The primary function of
expository text is to present to the
reader information about theories,
predictions, persons, facts, dates,
specifications, generalizations,
limitations, and conclusions"
(Graves and Slater, 1989)

What makes expository text good?
Expository text is good when it:
• gives information
• gives necessary explanations
to understand the information,
• is directive in telling what is and
is not important,
• incorporates narrative elements
to give it life.
(Graves and Slater, 1989)
Why teach reading strategies for
expository text?
Graves and Slater (1989)
summarize reading research on this
topic by pointing out that students'
knowledge and understanding of
expository text structure is crucial to
their construction of meaning from text:
• Students who can identify and
use text structure and/ or main
ideas remember more of what
they read.
• Students can be taught to identify expository text structures
and/or main ideas, and this
knowledge improves comprehension.
• Students' failure to use expository text structure has a more
negative effect on comprehension when they have little
prior knowledge of the topic of
the text.
What teaching/learning strategies
might be employed to teach expository

text?

To effectively plan for teaching
expository text, teachers might consider
the following steps:
• decide what knowledge
(content) and/ or strategies
(process) they'd like students to
have at the end of the lesson,
• choose appropriate and "userfriendly" text to accomplish
lesson goal(s) (see above for
attributes of good expository
text),
• decide on appropriate teaching
/learning strategies (process) to
teach the content,
• devise an appropriate evaluation to determine if students
have reached the lesson
objective(s).
Expository text teaching/learning
strategies in current use include DRTA
(Directed Reading Ihinking Activity),
K-W-L (Know-Want to learn-Learned),
QAR (Question-Answer-Relationship),
Expository Text Mapping, and Think
Aloud. Much has been written about
each in the general reading literature.
Strategy modules and bookmarks have
also been developed and disseminated
by the Reading Curriculum Review
Committee of the Michigan Department
of Education (for more strategies, see
also Expository Text: What Is a Teacher
to Do?, Reed and Weber, 1990).
A strategy that is proving
successful in teaching expository text is
"Probable Passages for Expository
Text." The development of this strategy
was suggested in a chapter by Richgels,
McGee, and Slaton in Children's
Comprehension of Text (Muth, IRA,
1989). The teacher and student steps for
this strategy are:
• FIND a well-organized expository passage in a student's
textbook. Look fot one in which

the main idea is clearly stated
or implied and one that represents a particular text structure, if possible.
• MAP the text (graphic
organizer).
• SHOW students the map and
the text passage from which it
was constructed.
• Before reading the passage,
model and/ or cooperatively
• WRITE a passage, including the
relationships and clue words
from the map. (After modeling
and whole-class collaboration
on writing, students will be
able to write passages cooperatively or individually.)
• Students then read and
COMPARE their passages with
the original passage.
• Help students IDENTIFY the
text structure if the original
passage is representative
(cause/ effect, description, compare/ contrast, etc.). If the original passage is representative of
a particular text structure, the
map will show it graphically.
A few student examples of
Probable Passages for Expository Text
from Miss Laurie Kokmeyer's 6th grade
classes at Waverly Middle School in
Waverly, Michigan, are included on the
next page.
Students who have used this
probable passages strategy have
concluded that their own passages are
better and more interesting than the
original. Students have expressed
appreciation of probable passages as a
good strategy for studying and
retaining information. These and other
strategies can be taught to help students
construct meaning from expository text
and meet present and future demands.

IGNEOUS ROCKS
hardened from liquids
slow cooling
large crystals (granite)
rapid cooling
small crystals (basalt)
extra-fast cooling no crystals (pumice)
(in other words)
longer cooling
shorter cooling
no cooling

larger crystals (granite)
smaller crystals (basalt)
no crystals (pumice)

volcano -

J9neov1s Rocks
When yov1 look at a l'ock what do yov1
see? Well, J'd say it looks like a ha"d
piece of 9l'ov1nd. Bv1t that's not the case
with an i9neov1s l'ock.
An i9neov1s l'ock is actv1ally made v1p
of many minel'als and pl'obably mostly
cl'ystal.
Bv1t1 how do they 9et the.,e? And,
whel'e do they come fl'om?
The answel' isn't 9v1ite that easy, as

yov1 may think.
J9neov1s l'ocks al'e hal'dened li9v1ids
called ma9nv1m1 ol' sometimes even lava.
Fol' example if yov1 took 9l'anite yov1
wov1ld see la.,9e cl'ystals within it.
The l'eason thel'e la.,9e is becav1se it
was fol'med within ma9ma and took a lon9
time to cool.
So we'de say the lon9e" the coolin9
the bi99el' the cl'ystals. The fastel' the
coolin9 the smalle., the cl'ystals.

Igneous rocks are first liquids. Did
you know people call them "fire made rock?"
When they are liquids they break up into
groups. Some of the magma goes out of the
volcano to form lava. Two of the three groups
are made from lava that is above ground.
The other is made from magma below
ground. The magma that is left below ground
takes longer to cool because it is not in the
volcano. But after awhile the magma cools
to form larger crystals. Once these rocks
are granite.
One of the two groups formed
above ground are the shorter cooling rocks.
These rocks have smaller crystals. They form
by rolling down the volcano. One of these
rocks is Basalt.
The last group was also formed
above ground. It is the extra-fast cooling
rocks. These rocks formed (hardened) in the
air when it shot out of the volcano. These
rocks have no crystals. Two of these rocks
are pumice and obsidum.
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